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Get NordVPN

Step into a more private internet

Get up to 69% off NordVPN’s 2-year plans + 3 months extra
From
$8.29$3.09/month
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The bottom line here is: When you’re online, you don’t have to worry about being secure or about your information getting out there if you have a VPN. NordVPN makes it simple.
Tech of Tomorrow
Tech reviewer, YouTube









Why choose NordVPN?
See how we compare to the other VPN providers.
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	Connection speed*
	6730+ Mbps
	2220+ Mbps
	3320+ Mbps
	1600+ Mbps
	2320+ Mbps

	VPN servers
	6300+
	Not disclosed
	200+
	3000+
	6500+

	Malware scan for downloads
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	Alerts about leaked credentials
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	Tracker and ad blocker
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Date of comparison: January 11, 2024.*Overall network performance according to research by AV-Test. You can read the full report.




Protect your online activity
If you are not using a reliable VPN, your private information can be easily accessed by third parties. Get NordVPN to protect yourself from prying eyes.
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How can NordVPN help?
NordVPN encrypts your internet connection and hides your IP address and location, making you much safer and more private online. All you have to do is:
1

Purchase a subscription

2

Download the NordVPN app

3

Connect to a VPN server


Get NordVPN Now







The security you need, the features you’ll love
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Uninterrupted streaming
Watch your favorite content without any slowdown or interruption on all your devices, wherever you are – no limits on bandwidth or speed.
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Easy VPN set up
Start using NordVPN with just a few clicks: get a plan, sign up, and tap the Quick Connect button to pick the best server for your network conditions.
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Next-generation encryption
Connect to a VPN server and be sure that NordVPN’s cutting-edge A-256 encryption keeps your online data safe, even on public Wi-Fi.
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Malware protection
Enjoy a higher level of security with NordVPN’s Threat Protection feature. Scan downloads for malware, block trackers, and hide ads.
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Strict no-log policy
Rest assured that we don’t collect or store your private information such as used bandwidth, traffic logs, IP addresses or browsing data.
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One account, ten devices
Secure ten devices with one account, use NordVPN on all operating systems and browsers. Install NordVPN on your router to protect your home network.




Get Your Plan




Add extra layers of security to your digital life
Get our best online protection tools along with your NordVPN service.

NordPass
password manager

Organize your complex passwords and keep them securely in a single place.
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NordLocker
file encryption tool

Secure your files with a click and back them up on a private cloud.
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Get Extra Savings
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A truly global VPN server network
Choose among thousands of ultra-fast VPN servers worldwide. Enjoy a stable connection wherever you are.
VPN servers
6300+

Countries
111

Blazing speeds
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Unlimited bandwidth
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But don’t just take our word for it
Is NordVPN the best VPN service for privacy? Let’s ask our users and tech experts.


	Users



	Tech reviews



	Video reviews



	Featured



	Awards
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A|ch3m1st
@Alch3m1s7
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@NordVPN the new meshnet is mind-blowingly amazing piece of tech 🚀, with unlimited bottomless use cases. God bless ya all! 🙌

12:47 PM – Mar 25, 2023
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Nathan Corliss
@MrNathanCorliss
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This is completely unsolicited praise, @NordVPN, is very helpful as an advertiser testing search ads, and as a work-anywhere person who needs to ensure I have a safe internet connection. Great value. So easy to use, I actually use it. Keep up the good work.

11:22 PM – Mar 17, 2023
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Pedro
@PedroTheKiwi
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I’ve been using NordVPN and their other products for the last 4 years. Absolutely outstanding product and service

6:17 PM – Mar 8, 2023
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As VPN services go, it’s hard to beat NordVPN. It has a large and diverse collection of servers, an excellent collection of advanced features, strong privacy and security practices, and approachable clients for every major platform.
Max Eddy
Software analyst, PCMag
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The bottom line here is: When you’re online, you don’t have to worry about being secure or about your information getting out there if you have a VPN. NordVPN makes it simple.
Tech of Tomorrow
Tech reviewer, YouTube
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PewDiePie111M subscribers


Browse the internet safely, but most importantly, freely. A VPN is one of those things that are just good to have. I recommend NordVPN.

Watch on YouTube
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CaseyNeistat12.6M subscribers


NordVPN is a very good VPN, they’re very highly regarded in the industry. I’ve been using it for 3 years, it’s not problematic, I use it on my iPhone, my Android, my Mac laptop.

Watch on YouTube
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Philip DeFranco6.54M subscribers


I’ve been a NordVPN customer for years, and if you still haven’t checked it out you’re missing out on the peace of mind one gets when securing your personal data and internet activity.

Watch on YouTube
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Forbes Advisor
Best of 2023
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Independent Advisor
Best VPN 2023
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CNET
Best of 2023
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PCMag Magazine
Editor’s Choice 2023











Get our limited offer


Up to 69% off NordVPN + 3 months extra

Get the Deal
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30-day money-back guarantee





Get our limited offer


Up to 69% off NordVPN + 3 months extra
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Get our limited offer


Up to 69% off NordVPN + 3 months extra
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Get our limited offer


Up to 69% off NordVPN + 3 months extra
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Questions? We have answers.

How does NordVPN protect my data?
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NordVPN creates an encrypted “tunnel” over the internet to protect the data traveling between you and your internet destination — anything from your online banking account to a video-sharing website to a search engine.

This tunnel is created by first authenticating your computer with a VPN server. The server then uses one of several encryption protocols to make sure that no one can monitor the information traveling between you and your online destination.





Does NordVPN run when the app is closed?
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Once you connect to a server, NordVPN will keep running even when the app is closed, so you can safely surf the net. To see if the app is working, check the top corner of your device. If the connection is on, you will see the VPN icon. If you are worried about an unstable connection, turn on the NordVPN Kill Switch feature. It will disable the internet until the VPN connection is restored.




Can I use the NordVPN app overseas?
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Yes, you can use NordVPN when traveling. It will help you stay safe on unsecured wireless networks and keep access to the content and sites you’re used to. We also offer an obfuscated server option for countries that restrict VPN usage. Please check our Help Center for further instructions on how to use the obfuscated servers.





Why should I use a password manager?
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Using a password manager helps you to generate strong passwords, store them in one secure and convenient location, sync passwords across all your devices, and automatically fill in your login information.

If you’re looking for a hassle-free way to create and remember passwords, you can get our password manager, NordPass, on top of your VPN subscription.





Why should I get encrypted cloud storage?
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On an encrypted cloud, you can store your documents, photos, videos, and folders safely. You can access them wherever you go and be sure your files are backed up, synced, and protected from snoopers and malware.

If you want to keep your files safe, you can buy our end-to-end encrypted cloud storage service, NordLocker, along with your VPN subscription.










Get NordVPN.
Cybersecurity kit built for every day
Buy Now
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